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reminder of the danger arising from the present unequal
utilization of world food resources. Dr. Ellis, who has
studied child health in all its aspects at first-hand in
West Africa, South-east Asia and elsewhere, says that
this inequality applies not only between country and
country, but in backward areas where problems of food
transport and storage have not been solved, between
neighbouring localities, and between 'fat and lean'
seasons . . . The overriding question is now whether food-
production can even keep pace with the steadily increasing
number of mouths to be fed.

Early Identffication of Emotionally Handicapped Children
in School. By ELI M. BOWER. (Pp. xiii + 120.
44s.) Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas;
Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications. 1960.
Eli Bower is the Deputy Director of Liaison and

Prevention of the California State Department of Mental
Hygiene. This high-sounding and somewhat ambiguous
title foreshadows the unique quality of this small mono-
graph.

I have rarely found a book on a familiar subject to be
so difficult or occasionally so startling to read. It
purports to 'present a usable and useful method by which
teachers can be helped to be more effective "suspecticians"
about the emotional development of children'. It
describes the emotionally handicapped child as one 'who
is unable or will be unable to take the slings and arrows
of life without caving in, becoming immobilized or
exploding'. The problem, says the author, in judging
the adjustment capacities of a pupil is 'how to synthesize
the different kinds of information and put the various
perceptual parts, like Humpty Dumpty, back together
again'.

In the midst of this can be found a description of a
project to define simple tests by which the class-room
teacher can identify emotional problems early enough
for successful methods of treatment to be undertaken-
a most important task.

In 200 classes 5,500 children were subjected to a
complex series of tests which according to the author
(statistical tables are to be found in another publication)
enabled the teachers to spot a large proportion of the
disturbed children. The significant pointers were found
in three questionnaires:
(a) Teachers' Rating Scale-ordinary comments on

attainments and a five-point behaviour scale.
(b) Self-evaluation. This consists of two tests.

(1) A booklet called 'Thinking about Yourself' is
distributed to each child. In answer to each of
53 statements, he is asked to choose one of eight
responses, e.g.

This boy thinks his mother doesn't like him.

Are you like him always, frequently,
seldom, never ?

or Do you want to be like him, always, etc.?
This boy would rather play with girls than

boys.
Are you like him?

(2) Another evaluation is made by a questionnaire
called 'A Class Play'. About 15 possible roles
are outlined and the child is asked

Which two parts would you like to play best?
Which two would the children in the class

choose for you?
Which would the teacher pick for you?
Which would your best friend pick for you?

The parts all carry heavily positive or negative
moral qualities, e.g. a true friend, a mean, bossy
sister, a person who is very smart and usually
knows the answers. (No score for originality
if you would rather be a mean cruel boss, or the
laziest person in the world.)

(c) Peerperception, i.e. what children think of each other.
For this, the Class Play is also used and each
child is invited to choose a complete cast from
among his class mates.

An interesting but superficial discussion of the causes
for discrepancy in a child's own perceptions of himself
and those of the class follows, and also a description
of the marking system whereby higher scores are given
for negative choices. The children in a class are ranked
in order for each of these three tests and those who
appear near the top in two out of the three lists are
considered to be emotionally disturbed.
To conclude, 'This process of screening may be seen

as one way of providing the teacher with consensual
valuation A la Sullivan, confirmation or rejection of a
hypothesis a la John Dewey or obtaining a clue to the
mystery of a child's behaviour a la Holmes (Sherlock,
not Chief Justice)'.
Those who find questionnaires useful will probably

prefer to use those of D. H. Stott and his team in Bristol.
Personally I doubt if any backward and disturbed child
in the ordinary English school would ever be able to
complete these tests, one of which requires not only
the ability to read and retain 15 possibilities, but the
ability to make a definite and thoughtful choice. Most
neurotic children suffer from the disease which another
American book describes as 'abulia', an inability to
make decisions.

I do not feel, however, that the readers of this journal
need spend any time making a decision about this book.
My advice is definite. It is not worth 44s., and I am
surprised that Blackwell Scientific Publications think
it is.
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